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Abstract

While vision-and-language models perform well on tasks such as visual question
answering, they struggle when it comes to basic human commonsense reasoning
skills. In this work, we introduce WinoGAViL: an online game to collect vision-
and-language associations, (e.g., werewolves to a full moon), used as a dynamic
benchmark to evaluate state-of-the-art models. Inspired by the popular card game
Codenames, a “spymaster” gives a textual cue related to several visual candidates,
and another player has to identify them. Human players are rewarded for creating
associations that are challenging for a rival AI model but still solvable by other
human players. We use the game to collect 3.5K instances, finding that they are
intuitive for humans (>90% Jaccard index) but challenging for state-of-the-art AI
models, where the best model (ViLT) achieves a score of 52%, succeeding mostly
where the cue is visually salient. Our analysis as well as the feedback we collect
from players indicate that the collected associations require diverse reasoning skills,
including general knowledge, common sense, abstraction, and more. We release
the dataset, the code and the interactive game, aiming to allow future data collection
that can be used to develop models with better association abilities.2

1 Introduction

Humans can intuitively reason about how a cue is associated with an image De Deyne et al. [2018,
2021], Liuzzi et al. [2017]. For example, in Figure 1, the word werewolf may be intuitively associated
with images of a puppy and a full moon. These reasoning skills go beyond object detection and
similarity and require rich cultural and world knowledge. Cognitive studies suggests that this kind
of associative thinking involves connecting distant concepts in the human memory, organized as a
network of interconnected ideas Ovando-Tellez et al. [2021], Beaty et al. [2021], Levy et al. [2021],
De Deyne et al. [2017], Wulff et al. [2019].

In this work, we introduce a Gamified Association benchmark to challenge Vision-and-Language
models (WinoGAViL). Inspired by Winograd Schema Challenge Levesque et al. [2012] that was in-
troduced as an alternative to the Turing test,3 we suggest WinoGAViL as a benchmark for multimodal
machine commonsense reasoning and association abilities. Similar to the Codenames game,4 each
instance in WinoGAViL is composed of a textual cue, a number k, and a set of candidate images. The

∗Equal contribution.
2https://winogavil.github.io/
3https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Turing_test
4https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Codenames_(board_game)
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Figure 1: Top: An association instance from the WinoGAViL benchmark. The task is to choose the
top k images that suit the cue word (In this example, the top k=2 images that suit the cue werewolf are
surrounded by red bounding boxes). Bottom: Game Setup—a new association instance generation. A
spymaster (Alice) composes a new association given a set of images that is challenging for the rival
AI model but easy for other human players. (a) Alice generates a cue word for a subset of the images;
(b) A rival AI model makes a prediction based on the given cue, and Alice is rewarded inversely
to the model performance; (c) Three human solvers also try to solve the task and the spymaster is
rewarded according to their performance.

task is to select the k images most associated with the cue. We refer to the cue and the associated
images as an association instance. For example, in Figure 1, the pictures of a puppy and a moon are
(arguably) the most associated with the cue werewolf out of the given candidates.

Figure 2: The spymaster screen for an example
collected via the WinoGAViL benchmark. The
spymaster submits the cue ‘pogonophile’ which
is a name for one who loves or studies beards,
and associates it with the three images surrounded
by red bounding boxes. Model predictions are
marked with V for success and X for failure. In
this example the spymaster has managed to fool
the AI model (model score is 20%), while three
other humans are able to solve it perfectly (100%).

We propose a web gamification framework to
collect novel and challenging associations. The
game is used to collect data for this paper, but
more importantly—to serve as a dynamic source
for extracting additional data in the future. As
exemplified in Figure 1, a “spymaster” first com-
poses a new association cue given a set of im-
ages. A rival AI model (CLIP Radford et al.
[2021] RN50) then predicts the given associa-
tion, and the spymaster is rewarded inversely
to its performance, motivating the spymaster to
make the cue challenging. Lastly, three play-
ers attempt to solve the association task. The
spymaster is rewarded according to their per-
formance, motivating the spymaster to develop
associations that are solvable by humans and,
thus, ideally more natural than examples that
just aim to fool a model. We use crowdworkers
to collect 3.5K test instances; see Figure 2 for
an example.

We evaluate several state-of-the-art models on
WinoGAViL data. We find that our game allows
the collection of associations that are easy for
humans (>90% Jaccard index) and challenging
for models (∼52%), even for models that are
orders of magnitude larger than the model used to create the game. Our analysis shows that models
succeed mostly where the cue is visually salient in the image. We also compare our collected data
with similar data we collected via an alternative data generation baseline that relies on SWOW
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De Deyne et al. [2019], a hand-crafted resource of textual associations. Our results show that while
that data is similarly easy for humans, data generated by WinoGAViL is much more challenging to
machines, highlighting the value of our gamified data collection framework.

2 The WinoGAViL Benchmark

We start by presenting the game as a framework for collecting challenging associations (§2.1). Second,
we describe how we crowd-source a test set using the game (§2.2). Finally, we analyze the collected
dataset and provide statistics (§2.3).

Scoring metric. Throughout this paper, we use the Jaccard index to measure success, which is the
intersection of selected candidates divided by the union of selected candidates.5 As an example, in
Figure 1c the Jaccard index (‘Human score’) of the solvers is 100%, since the intersection of the
selections is the same as the union. In Figure 1b the AI model selection is 1/3, so the Jaccard index
(‘Model score’) is 33%: there are three images in the union, and one image in the intersection.

2.1 The Game

This section describes the WinoGAViL game environment. We use the game to collect the test set
presented in this paper, but more importantly, to serve as a dynamic source of new data in the future.
The game setup is described below.

1. A spymaster creates a challenging association. A spymaster composes a new association
instance given a random set of images sampled from the web (see details below). We
experiment with sets of 5, 6, 10 or 12 images. The spymaster then submits a single-word cue
and selects the subset of associated images. Their goal is for the association to be solvable
by humans but not by the AI model.

2. A rival AI model makes a prediction. We then feed the association instance to a rival
AI model, by computing (cue-image) scores for all image options of the given instance,
selecting the top k of associated images as answers, and reporting the model score. For
example, in Figure 2, the model predicts correctly one candidate (the image of the bison), and
the total number of candidates involved is 5 (the three images the user selected and the two
images falsely predicted by the model). Therefore, the model’s Jaccard index is 1/5=20%.
The spymaster is rewarded inversely to the model performance, so their “fool-the-AI” score
is (100 - ‘model score‘) = 80%.

3. Three human players validate the created association. We then feed the association
to three human validators, who are rewarded according to their Jaccard index of solving
the association. Importantly, the spymaster’s association “solvable-by-humans” score is
determined by the average score of the three solvers. For example, in Figure 1 all the solvers
solve the created associations perfectly; therefore, the spymaster’s association “solvable-by-
humans” score is 100%.

Automatic validation. Each player alternates between spymaster and solver roles. Each new
association instance created by the spymaster is assigned to three solvers. Once the spymaster
creates an association instance, their role changes to a solver responsible for solving other players’
associations. This balanced approach ensures that all new associations are automatically validated by
three other players.

Rival AI model. We use CLIP Radford et al. [2021], with a textual prompt of “A/An [cue]”. We
intentionally chose a small version of CLIP (RN50), so we could evaluate the generated data with
larger models. Our experiments (§3) show that this data is indeed challenging for orders-of-magnitude
larger models. To continue improving the benchmark, we will use a bigger model version in the fully
released game, and we will keep adding newer and stronger AI models.

5https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jaccard_index. This metric does not reward random guesses
highly. The random expected Jaccard index is 38%, 34%, 24%, 17% with 5/6/10/12 candidates respectively.
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Image extraction. We start with a corpus of English concepts obtained from SWOW De Deyne
et al. [2019].6 We collect an image for each concept from Google Images Download. We filter images
of written words using an OCR model Baek et al. [2019]. In this filter, we remove cases where the
written text predicted by the OCR model for a given search query is contained within the search query
(e.g., OCR prediction “brary” for search query “library”). We extract the top image based on google
ranking that is not filtered by the OCR model (∼2% of the images are filtered.) We also manually
filter and verify that there are no inappropriate images. The result is a set of 3K images.

WinoGAViL framework properties. WinoGAViL’s main goal is to serve as a dynamic benchmark
that remains relevant as artificial intelligence advances. To achieve this, we publicly release the
WinoGAViL web game, allowing dynamic data collection. The interface is interactive and user-
friendly. The players who create associations observe the AI model predictions in real-time. Players
switch roles, validating each created association as part of the game. We use rewards to motivate
players to create high-quality data according to our metrics. Players are rewarded for both fooling the
AI model and making the associations solvable by other humans, preventing the data from becoming
unnatural and biased towards only fooling the AI model. The fully released game will include a
player dashboard as presented in Appendix A, Figure 9, and a leaderboard displaying the top players.
These points motivate the players to compete with the AI model and with each other, leading to
enhanced user engagement and, hence, high-quality data.

2.2 Human Annotation

We hire Amazon Mechanical Turk workers to play the WinoGAViL game. We develop qualification
tests to select high-quality annotators and collect the annotators’ demographic information. See
Appendix A for more details.7 We have several options for the total number of candidates: 5, 6, 10 or
12. With more candidates, the task naturally becomes harder. Small differences exist between 5 and 6
candidates, and between 10 and 12 candidates, so we analyze these groups together (full analysis in
Appendix A, Table 9). The spymasters were able to select between 2-5 selected images (k).8 Full
annotation results and statistics are presented in Table 1. The human/model score is the Jaccard index
of the human solvers/model on the created associations instances. The annotation task includes three
steps, elaborated below.

Table 1: WinoGAViL collection statistics. Compared
to humans, the model struggles with increased number
of candidates

# Candidates 5 & 6 10 & 12

# Generated Associations 4,482 1,500
% Avg. Model Score 50% 35%
% Avg. Human Score 84% 80%
# ≥80% Avg. Human Score 2,714 854

Creation of new associations. We ask
three spymasters to create two different cues
and associated candidates for a given set of
images. The created association should fool
the AI model but still be solvable by other
humans. To reinforce it, the spymasters re-
ceive a bonus payment if their “solvable-by-
humans” score is at least 80%, which grows
according to their “fool-the-AI” score, see
full details of the bonus in Appendix A, Sec-
tion A.4.1. The first row in Table 1 presents
the number of generated associations, and the
second row presents the average model score (or 100-“fool-the-AI score”). The low model scores
indicate that the spymasters succeeded in creating data that fooled the AI model.

Solving associations. We take the associations created via the game and ask three annotators to
solve them. We compute an average Jaccard index of the three solvers for each instance. The third
row in Table 1 presents the average human score (or the spymaster’s “solvable-by-humans” score),
indicating that the spymasters were able to create data that is solvable by other humans.

6We removed words that are potentially offensive or NSFW https://pypi.org/project/
profanity-filter/.

7We note associations can be subjective and culture-dependent. In Section 3 we show high agreement
between our annotators, indicating that this is not a severe problem in our dataset.

8A minimum of 2 images (k ≥ 2). With 5 candidates, maximum of 3 images (k ≤ 3). With 6 candidates,
maximum of 4 images (k ≤ 4), and with 10-12 candidates, maximum of 5 images (k ≤ 5).
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Table 2: Some of the skills and observed patterns required to solve WinoGAViL associations. Each
association instance may require multiple skills (Full table in Appendix A, Figure 7)
Skill Observed Pattern Description Example %

Non-Visual

Attribute Cue has attributes of Association iguana has green color 14%
Cue is Association miners are dirty

Use-Of Cue uses the Association miner uses tractor 9%
Association is used in relation to Cue tupperware is used to store food

General Knowledge Cue is a name for Association ford is a name of a car 13%
Association is used in a relation to Cue oats for horses increase their performance

Visual

Activity Associations perform a Cue in the image deer & snowman looks like they stare 6%

Analogy Cue can be seen/used like/with Association TV antenna looks like a horn 4%
Cue is usually related with object of another type waffle maple syrup can be dripped

Visual Similarity Cue appears in the Association image horns appears on the head of the deer 20%
Association is visually similar to the Cue earth is circular in the image

WinoGAViL test set selection. To obtain the final WinoGAViL instances, we select associations
solved with a mean Jaccard index of at least 80%. The threshold can be lowered to receive more data
of a lower quality or raised to receive less data of a higher quality. Note that in order to reduce the
dependence on a specific model, we do not use the model scores in the data selection, i.e., instances
that are solvable by the AI models are kept, and not discarded. The last row in Table 1 presents the
final number of instances accumulated in the dataset.

The annotators were paid an average of 12-15$ per hour for the annotation tasks (including bonuses).
The total project annotation budget was 2,000$. The annotators received daily feedback on their
performances, scores, and the bonuses they won. Examples from the Mechanical Turk user interface
used by the crowdworkers (which referred them to the WinoGAViL website) are presented in
Appendix A, Figure 6. We denote the data created by the WinoGAViL game by WinoGAViL dataset.
In §3 we show that this data is easy for humans and challenging for state-of-the-art models.

2.3 WinoGAViL Analysis

Reasoning skills. Similar to Talmor et al. [2022], we analyze the different skills required to solve
the WinoGAViL dataset. We randomly sample 320 samples of WinoGAViL dataset and manually
annotate the skills and observed patterns required for humans to solve each association. Table 2
presents some of the observed patterns, required skills, and frequencies. Appendix A, Table 7
presents the full table and Figure 5 presents examples of the visual associations. We see that solving
WinoGAViL dataset requires diverse commonsense skills.

Players feedback. We collected qualitative and quantitative feedback from the crowdworkers.
Table 3 presents quantitative questions and ratings, showing that the task requires diverse reasoning
skills, is recommended as an online game, is fun and has an intuitive user interface. We also asked
the spymasters open questions about how seeing the AI model prediction and the performance bonus
affected them. They mostly responded that these decisions were effective—“I used the model’s
guesses to make my associations better. I went after associations that the model frequently got wrong.”
and “bonus keep motivation up when it was hard to come up with connections”. Full qualitative
responses (open text) are presented in Section A.4.2 at Appendix A.

Section A.5 in Appendix A includes additional analysis, for example annotator statistics with
demographic information and average performance, and generated cues statistics including richness
ratings of the created cues, ratings for abstract and concrete cues, and more.

3 Experiments

In this section, we provide an extensive evaluation of WinoGAViL dataset. First, we show the value of
our gamified framework, by comparing it to an alternative data generation baseline based on SWOW
Thawani et al. [2019], an existing resource of textual associations. We then evaluate human and
models performance on both datasets and provide analysis.
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Table 3: Players feedback collected from the crowdworkers players (scale of 1-5)
Rate for the following skills how much you found them required while performing the task

Role Visual Reasoning General Knowledge Associative Thinking Commonsense Abstraction Divergent Thinking

Spymaster 4.4 3.6 4.5 3.9 4.3 4.5
Solver 4.4 4 4.7 4.3 4.1 4.1

Role Interest in play and recommend it as an online game Level of enjoyment while doing the task How clear was the UI

Spymaster 3.8 3.7 4.7
Solver 4.1 4.4 4.9

3.1 Extracting the SWOW Baseline Dataset

We describe an alternative data generation baseline based on the SWOW dataset.9 SWOW is an
ongoing project where participants are presented with a cue word and asked to respond with the first
three words that come to mind. We use a common representation of SWOW as a graph network.10

We select random distractors that are not associated with the cue in the SWOW graph. We combine
the distractors to the association instances from SWOW and create 1,200 multiple-choice instances
with 5 or 6 candidates. Each concept’s image is obtained from the extracted images (§2.1). As we did
in the WinoGAViL game, we validate with human annotation and only keep instances with a mean
Jaccard score of at least 80%. Human performance is 85%, so most association instances are retained.
The final dataset, denoted SWOW vision baseline dataset, is composed of 1,000 instances.

3.2 Evaluation Setup

We experiment with state-of-the-art-models and compare them to humans on the WinoGAViL dataset
and the SWOW vision baseline dataset. On the WinoGAViL dataset we compare cases with 5-6
candidates and cases with 10-12 candidates. We use the Jaccard index as an evaluation metric (§2).

Human evaluation. We sample 10% of the test sets and validate it with new annotators who were
not involved in any previous annotation tasks. We require three different annotators to solve each
instance and report their average Jaccard score as the final human prediction. We measure annotator
agreement in two ways: the standard deviation and Jaccard index between the three annotators. The
standard deviations are 6.3, 7.5, and 5, and the Jaccard index is 80, 81, and 89 for the cases with
10-12 candidates, 5-6 candidates, and SWOW, respectively, indicating high agreement. To conclude,
we find that the WinoGAViL dataset is solved by humans with high agreement, high human accuracy
(≥90%), and with a minor decrease in performance when increasing the number of candidates.

Zero-shot models. We evaluate several diverse state-of-the-art vision-and-language models. In all
cases described below (except CLIP-ViL), the model encodes the text and the image and produces a
matching score for each (cue, image) pair, and we take the k (number of associations) images with
the top scores (For example, the top k=3 model predictions in Figure 2).11

1. CLIP Radford et al. [2021] is pre-trained with a contrastive objective that can be used
without directly optimizing for the task. We use four versions of models with different
amounts of parameters (the minor version is RN50, which was used during data collection).

2. CLIP-ViL Shen et al. [2021] is a pre-trained vision-and-language model that uses CLIP as a
visual backbone, rather than CNN based visual encoders that are trained on a small set of
manually annotated data. We use the image-text matching objective, where a classification
head predicts a score indicating whether the candidate image and the cue match each other.

3. ViLT Kim et al. [2021] incorporates text embeddings into a Vision Transformer (ViT).

4. X-VLM Zeng et al. [2021] is pre-trained with multi-grained vision language alignments
and fine-tuned for image-text retrieval (Flickr30 Plummer et al. [2015]) tasks, achieving
state-of-the-art results on several benchmarks.

9licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivs 3.0 Unported License
10https://smallworldofwords.org/en/project/explore
11We ran the zero-shot experiments on a MacBook Pro laptop (CPU) in <6 hours.
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Supervised models. In this paper, we join a line of benchmarks that only introduce a test set,
without predefined train splits Thrush et al. [2022], Rudinger et al. [2018], Emelin and Sennrich
[2021]. We believe that in order to solve associations, a machine must map knowledge to new,
unknown cases without extensive training Mitchell [2021]. Nonetheless, for completeness, we also
consider fine-tuning models on the associations data. We add a binary classifier on top of the pre-
trained embeddings to classify whether a given (cue, image) pair is associative or not. We use CLIP
(VIT-B/32) model, concatenate the textual cue embedding to the visual image embedding, followed
by a classifier that produces a score (0–1, where 1 is labeled ‘associative’). We use the Adam Kingma
and Ba [2015] optimizer with a learning rate of 0.001, batch size of 128, and train for 7 epochs. Since
we do not propose a training/validation/test split, we repeat five experiments with different random
seeds where we sample a unified training set of 9,326 (cue,image) pairs for both the candidates cases.
We then sample a separate test (10%) and validation (10%) sets with non-overlapping images, and
report the average results, comparing the supervised and zero-shot models on the same sampled test
sets.12

3.3 Results and Model Analysis

Table 4: Zero-shot models performance on the
SWOW vision baseline dataset and the WinoGAViL
dataset. Numbers indicates Jaccard score (0–
100%). Bold numbers indicate best models per-
formances and lowest human performance. The
associations collected via the game are difficult for
all models to solve

Model Game SWOW

# Candidates 10 & 12 5 & 6 5 & 6

CLIP-RN50x64/14 38 50 70
CLIP-VIT-L/14 40 53 74
CLIP-VIT-B/32 41 53 74
CLIP-RN50 35 50 73

CLIP-ViL 15 47 66
ViLT 52 55 59
X-VLM 46 53 68

Humans 90 92 95

Zero-shot results on WinoGAViL dataset and the
SWOW vision baseline dataset are presented in
Table 4. Table 9 (Appendix A) shows full statis-
tics and performance for the different number of
candidates and created associations.

The game allows collection of associations
that are easy for humans and challenging for
models. Performance on the data collected via
the game is 15–52% with 10-12 candidates, and
47–55% with 5-6 candidates. All models’ per-
formances are far below human performance,
in the last row, of 90% and 92%. We highlight
that although the rival AI model was CLIP with
RN50, the created data is still challenging even
for models order-of-magnitude larger. We also
see a significant performance drop with most
models when increasing the number of candi-
dates without hurting human accuracy, indicat-
ing that humans are robust to the increased dif-
ficulty level while models struggle with it.

The game creates more challenging associa-
tions compared to the SWOW based method.
The highest model performance on the SWOW
vision baseline dataset is 74%, and on the WinoGAViL dataset is 55%, both with the same number of
candidates (5 & 6). We highlight that these data generation methods are very different. The SWOW
vision baseline dataset was extracted in an entirely textual and non-adversarial way; human annotators
were given a cue and responded with the first three words that come to mind. The WinoGAViL dataset
was extracted in a visual and adversarial way; human annotators were given a set of images and
needed to compose a cue that would fool a rival AI model, creating cues that require a broader set of
reasoning skills to solve (§2.3). The results indicate the value of our gamified framework in collecting
associations that are much more challenging than the SWOW-based method.

Training is effective when the task is difficult. Fine-tuning results are presented in Table 5. The
relatively low performance indicate that models struggle to capture the information required to solve
challenging associations from supervised data. Interestingly, we see that training did not change with
5 & 6 candidates, but did improve performance by 7% with 10 & 12 candidates, indicating that the
model is only able to exploit supervised data in particularly hard cases.

12Code for reproducing these experiments is available. We ran the supervised experiments with a single
NVIDIA RTX2080 GPU, all experiments ran in <24 hours.
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(a) Visually
salient

(b) Not visually
salient

(c) Not visually
salient

# Items % Model % Humans

Visually salient 148 60 96
Not visually salient 752 30 93

Figure 4: Results for three type of association categories for the cue grass. The model (CLIP RN50)
is stronger when the cue is visually salient in the image (a), but much weaker in the other cases.

Table 5: Supervised models perfor-
mance. Results are mean and stan-
dard deviation of the Jaccard index
of five experiments, each time sam-
pling different test set. Training is
effective when the task is difficult

# Candidates 10 & 12 5 & 6

Zero-Shot 42 ± 3 53 ± 2
Supervised 49 ± 3 52 ± 1

Models struggle with associations that are not visually
salient. We hypothesize that models perform better on as-
sociation instances that require direct visual detection, as these
models’ training objectives are more similar to these kind of
tasks. We sample 900 items of the instances created via the
game with 10-12 candidates to analyze it. Two annotators
were instructed to manually classify whether the cue is visu-
ally salient in all the associated images (e.g., the cue grass is
visually salient in image (a) but not in images (b) and (c)). The
annotators reach full agreement in 88% of the cases. We define
the cases where one of the annotator labeled ‘visually salient
cue’ as the final label. Results are presented in Figure 4. We
find that the model (CLIP RN50) performs poorly unless there is a visually salient cue in the image,
hinting a possible lack of commonsense reasoning capabilities.

Solving data collected with WinoGAViL with textual models is not beneficial. Another ap-
proach for tackling WinoGAViL is using textual models, when transferring the visual modality to
textual modality with image captions, receiving a full-textual dataset. We take OFA Wang et al.
[2022], a state-of-the-art image captioning model, and extract image captions for each of the image
candidates. We use the three leading models for semantic search in Sentence Transformers Reimers
and Gurevych [2019], which are Distilled RoBERTa, Sanh et al. [2019] and MPNet Song et al.
[2020] (two versions, the original model, and a model fine-tuned for semantic search).13 Results are
presented in Table 6. We see that the results are better than chance level, a bit lower than the textual
cue and visual candidates’ version, but still far from human performance. These results hint that
WinoGAViL cannot be trivially solved by mapping the images to text.

4 Related Work

Table 6: Results of textual models when using textual
image captions for the candidates. Image-to-text might
be beneficial, but still far from human performance

Model Game SWOW

# Candidates 10 & 12 5 & 6 5 & 6

MPNet 39 52 72
MPNet QA 47 55 75
Distil RoBERTa 37 50 65

Humans 90 92 95

Associations and Codenames. Several
works have studied the popular Codenames
game in the context of natural language
processing Shen et al. [2018], Kim et al.
[2019], which is also related to works
on semantic relatedness Gabrilovich et al.
[2007], Strube and Ponzetto [2006], Bu-
danitsky and Hirst [2006], Hassan and Mi-
halcea [2011]. In the context of associa-
tions, a recent work have proposed to use
the SWOW resource to evaluate pre-trained
word embedding Thawani et al. [2019], and
some works evaluate multi-modal models
with CNN-based visual models De Deyne
et al. [2018, 2021]. We expand these ideas to evaluate state-of-the-art vision-and-language pre-trained
models.

13https://www.sbert.net/docs/pretrained_models.html
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Commonsense. Commonsense reasoning is a topic with increasing interest lately Choi [2022].
Many commonsense reasoning tasks have been proposed, both in NLP Saha et al. [2021], Zellers
et al. [2018, 2019b], Sap et al. [2019], Bisk et al. [2020], Forbes et al. [2019], and Computer Vision
Fang et al. [2020], Vedantam et al. [2015], including works that require understanding social cues Lei
et al. [2020], Zellers et al. [2019a]. In the text domain, a number of Winograd Schema Challenge
Datasets have been proposed as alternatives for the Turing test Levesque et al. [2012], Sakaguchi
et al. [2020], Kocijan et al. [2020], Rudinger et al. [2018], Emelin and Sennrich [2021]. In the
vision-and-language domain Thrush et al. [2022] have proposed a dataset that sets compositional
reasoning in vision-and-language models with the task of matching a caption with its correct image.
WinoGAViL also measures vision-and-language reasoning, but focuses on commonsense-based
image-cue associations, and primarily serves as a dynamic benchmark as playing the game allows
future data collection.

Human-and-model-in-the-loop. Models are often used in dataset collection to reduce dataset
biases or to create adversarial instances Zellers et al. [2018, 2019b], Bras et al. [2020], Kaushik et al.
[2020], Nie et al. [2020], which might limit the created instances to be effected by the used model.
For example, in works that create adversarial visual question answering instances Li et al. [2021],
Sheng et al. [2021], human annotators are prompted to fool the model iteratively for each instance,
receiving online feedback from the model, and their annotation is allowed to be submitted only after
they succeed or after a certain number of trails. In contrast, in our work, the annotators have only
one chance to trick the AI model for a given instance. They cannot iteratively ‘squeeze’ the model
to produce an adversarial example. Thus, the generated data is less dependent on the particular AI
model since the model is only used to motivate the human player to fool it. In particular, we do not
use the models’ predictions to choose the test set instances.

Gamification. Gamification was previously used for several purposes, such as data collection
Ipeirotis and Gabrilovich [2014], Von Ahn and Dabbish [2004], Eisenschlos et al. [2021], education
Hays and Hayse [2017], Bustamante [2021], and beat-the-AI tasks for AI model evaluation Bartolo
et al. [2020], Attenberg et al. [2015], Chattopadhyay et al. [2017]. Talmor et al. [2022] proposed
a gamification framework to collect question answering instances. Kiela et al. [2021] proposed a
dynamic benchmark that supports human-and-model-in-the-loop. We propose a game that serves as a
dynamic benchmark of vision-and-language associations, gamifying both human interactions with an
AI model and human interactions with other humans.

5 Limitations and Conclusions

Despite our efforts to filter inappropriate concepts and images, some players may feel harmed when
they are exposed to new generated cues, or when seeing an image that have passed the automatic and
manual filtering. Players are able to mark such cases (with a designated ‘report’ button), leading to
immediate removal until further examination. Additionally, players will agree to a consent form when
they register. When designing the game, we had several choices to make, including the bonus reward
and the AI model interaction. Future work will thoroughly explore the impact of these choices.

We introduced a gamified framework to collect challenging associations. We demonstrated its
effectiveness by collecting a dataset that it is easy for humans and challenging for state-of-the-art
models. We also provided an extensive evaluation of the game and the collected dataset. We hope
the WinoGAViL benchmark will drive the development of models with better commonsense and
association abilities.
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A Appendix

A.1 Dataset Supplementary Materials

1. Dataset documentation, metadata, and download instructions: https://winogavil.
github.io/download.

2. Intended uses: we hope our benchmark will be used by researchers to evaluate machine
learning models. We hope that our benchmark will be played by users, leading to new
associations collection.

3. Author statement: We bear all responsibility in case of violation of right in using our
benchmark.

4. Licenses: Code is licensed under the MIT license https://opensource.org/licenses/
MIT. Dataset is licensed under CC-BY 4.0 license https://creativecommons.org/
licenses/by/4.0/legalcode.

5. Hosting & preservation: our website is deployed and all data is accessible and available. We
encourage researchers to send us model predictions on the created test sets. We will update
a model and players leader-board with this results periodically.

6. Code repository: https://github.com/WinoGAViL/WinoGAViL-experiments

A.2 Reasoning Skills

Table 7 lists the full reasoning and observed patterns annotated to solve the WinoGAViL dataset (§2.3),
and Figure 5 shows an example of each visual pattern we annotated.

Table 7: Some of the observed patterns and reasoning skills required to solve WinoGAViL associations.
Each association instance may require multiple skills
Skill Observed Pattern Description Example %

Non-Visual

Kind-Of Cue is a kind of Association a bathtub is a shower 4%
Association and Cue are kinds of Something a croissant & bread are pastries

Attribute Cue has attributes of Association iguana has green color 14%
Cue is Association miners are dirty

Use-Of Cue uses the Association miner uses tractor 9%
Association is used in relation to Cue tupperware is used to store food

General Knowledge Cue is a name for Association ford is a name of a car 13%
Association is used in a relation to Cue oats for horses increase their performance

Word Sense Meaning

Cue has word sense meaning with Association

skin↔ object: iguanas have scales,
but it is also used to measure weight 3%

visible trail↔ body part: comets have tail,
but it is also an animal body part 3%

Locations The location of a Cue is Association comet is in the sky 5%
Cue and Associations are located Somewhere polar bears live in an ice environment

Outcome Cue is an outcome of Association oboe creates music 6%
Association is an outcome of Cue birth & baby is the outcome of a pregnancy

Visual

Activity Associations perform a Cue in the image deer & snowman looks like they stare 6%

Humor/Sarcasm Cue is related to Association in a funny way pigpen is a dirty place, tide can make it cleaner 1%
a man that looks neglected is described as trim

Analogy Cue can be seen/used like/with Association
Cue is usually related with object of another type TV antenna looks like a horn 4%

waffle maple syrup can be dripped

Visual Similarity Cue appears in the Association image horns appears on the head of the deer 20%
Association is visually similar to the Cue earth is circular in the image

Abstraction Cue is related to Association in an abstract way discovery is when a bulb turns on (I got it!) 5%

Generalization - bread dough becomes fresh bread when baked 8%
raven is a bird that can be found in a backyard

A.3 Human Annotation

Figure 6 shows an example of the Mechanical Turk user-interface. Section A.4 describe the annotator
qualifications we required. Section A.4.1 describes the designed bonus reward, aiming to receive
generated data that is challenging for models and easy for humans. Section A.4.2 describes the player
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feedback we collected. Finally, Section A.5 describes additional analysis such as players statistics
and the generated textual cues analysis.

A.4 Qualifications

The basic requirements for our annotation task is percentage of approved assignments above 98%,
more than 5,000 approved HITs, the location from the US, UK, Australia or New Zealand. To be
a ‘solver’ or a ‘spymaster’, we required additional qualification tests: We selected 10 challenging
examples from SWOW based dataset as qualification test. In each qualification test, a new worker
entered demographic information: age, gender, level of education and whether he is a native English
speaker. To be qualified as a ‘solver’, we accepted annotators that received a mean jaccard score over
80%. To be qualified as a ‘creator’, we require “fool-the-AI” score above 40%, and “solvable-by-
humans” score above 80%. To obtain “solvable-by-humans” score, we sent the created associations
to solvers (who have passed to solve qualification). The players received instructions, presented in 7
and could do an interactive practice in the project website.14. We do not collect or publish players
personal information. We presented anonymous demographic statistics, and we do not publish the
demographic information.

A.4.1 Bonus Reward

If the score is between [50,60), the bonus is 0.03$. If the score is between [60,67), the bonus is 0.07$.
If the score is between [67,80), the bonus is 0.18$. Finally, if the score is at least 80, the bonus is
0.27$. The payment can thus reach up to 0.61$ for a single annotation when creating two cues for the
same image instances that completely fool the AI model and are still solvable by humans.

A.4.2 Players Feedback

Here we list some of the open text feedback we received from our crowd workers. It is not cherry-
picked - we chose five representative responses with positive and negative insights.

Q: Describe what did you like and dislike while performing the task.
Spymasters:

1. I liked the chance to improve my creativity and brainstorm. It was fun.

2. I liked the mental challenge, especially on the larger 10-12 ones. It was frustrating when the
AI clearly guessed and got it right on the 5-6.

3. I liked that I got immediate feedback and it was something different than what I usually do
on mturk. I did not like that sometimes it seemed like the objects had nothing in common
and it took me too long to think of a word to try and associate the objects.

4. I liked that it was a very creative-focused task, even more so on the creator’s side. It was
fun to think of what I could come up with to link these words/images and fool the AI/other
people.

5. Creating was exponentially harder for me than the solving. I felt frustration and I kind of
felt stupid because I struggled with it. (But the solving was a blast.)

Solvers:

1. I liked how easy and straightforward they were, and that they were also super fun and
different from other typical HITs I have done. The only thing I disliked was probably the
pay but it was not a big deal.

2. I like the fact that I got to be creativity. Nothing to dislike about this task.

3. I liked that the correct answers were sometimes abstract and required a little thinking.

4. I liked that it was a puzzle. I really enjoy puzzles. I did not like that some of them seemed
unsolvable. But all in all, I enjoyed it and did much more than I usually do.

5. I liked trying to figure out what the creator was thinking

14https://winogavil.github.io/beat-the-ai
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Q: Are there additional reasoning skills you feel that were required from you?

Spymasters:

1. I find things like common sense and general knowledge mattered less for creating than when
solving, because the AI was very good at cracking anything using general knowledge. You
had to go more for abstract, metaphorical, or otherwise really ‘out there’ associations to get
past it.

Solvers:

1. This is probably covered under “general knowledge” but I found that a lot of answers
required a basic understanding of Pop Culture references.

2. Luck, of course, but also a fair bit of pop culture wisdom, which is separate from general
knowledge.

3. Seeing a different perspective.

Q: Did seeing the model’s predictions affect you in any way? If so, how? (For spymasters only)

1. I was impressed at some of the AI ideas, admired the programmers and learning.
2. Yes, it helped but it was also kind of discouraging as it seemed like the AI was able to guess

nearly all of my associations, which made me feel like I had even more limited options.
3. I used the model’s guesses to make my associations better. I went after associations that the

model frequently got wrong.
4. Yes, it either increased my confidence or made me think harder about cues.
5. Sometimes the model was very off especially in detecting emotions.

Q: Have you been affected by the performance bonus? In what way? (For spymasters only)

1. It was nice to have a little extra pay. It helped to keep my motivation up when it was hard to
come up with connections.

2. The bonus did make me sometimes give up on making a “good” cue and make a “perfor-
mance” cue. Performance cue being a cue that utilizes a quirk of the AI that I know and
almost guarantee that it will get wrong and will generally be easy for humans to guess.
But it’s not a creative or interesting cue. Notable words are human, male and female or
sometimes features like eyes, noses, ears, hands, etc.

3. Yes, it made me try harder to fool the AI.
4. The performance bonus motivated me to try harder to beat the AI, so I could justify the time

investment.
5. Not really, it wasn’t enough of a bonus for me to be motivated to do more

Q: Anything else that you want to say?

1. I enjoyed this a lot and hope to participate in similar tasks for you in the near future!
2. It was fun and I hope the best for this project! If you make an online game I would 100%

suggest a leaderboard for “creators” for people to create the cues. Introduce categories so
people can focus on specific things. If you’re also so inclined, build something to work with
Twitch.tv so streamers can play with their audience. There are some pictionary like games
that do this where the streamer draws and the people in chat try to guess.

3. This would be a super interesting online if you include things like leaderboards for creators,
categories, more images (although be sure to get rights to images!) and letting people rate
the cues. I can definitely see game like this being popular with streamers on Twitch.tv to
play with their audience (streamer https://twitch.tv/itshafu is pretty known to like games
like these and sometimes streams her playing code names with other streamers) or with a
group of people online.

4. This was something different to do and was fun, thank you for the opportunity. I also really
appreciated how you communicated with us!
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5. I liked creating, more than solving, even though I think I was a better solver than creator;
I’m hoping to read the paper that results from this research.

A.5 Additional Analysis

Annotators statistics. Table 8 in Appendix A presents statistics for the Amazon Mechanical Turk
workers that were involved in WinoGAViL annotation, both as spymasters and as solvers. A total of
58 crowd workers, mostly English native speakers (≥95%), of a variety of ages (26–65), genders, and
levels of education (high school to graduate school). Figure 8 in Appendix A presents the spymaster’s
score plots, which include the number of annotations, fool-the-AI score, and solvable-by-humans
score for each spymaster.

Table 8: WinoGAViL Workers Statistics
Solvers Creators

# Workers 41 18
# Avg. Annotations 567 332

% Avg. Performance (5-6 candidates split) 85.1 fool-the-AI: 50
solvable-by-humans: 83

Avg. Age 41 ±10 43 ±9
# High School Education 13 6
# Bachelor Education 19 11
# Master Education 8 1
% Native English Speakers 98 95

Generated cues statistics. For the final 3,568 test instances, 2,215 different cues were collected.
We measure the concreteness of cue words using the concreteness dataset described Brysbaert et al.
[2014], in which human annotated concreteness scores on a scale of 1-5 were collected. This dataset
covers over 88% of the collected cues, indicating a 12% upper bound for out-of-vocabulary words. We
see a diversity of both abstract and concrete generated cues in Figure 10, Appendix A. Additionally,
we measure how often different annotators compose the same cues for the same group of images.
Since we asked three different annotators to provide two different cues for each group of images, we
have six annotations for each image group. We find that almost always (98%) they combine different
cues.

A.6 Additional Results

Table 9 show results for all cases of generated data, with different number of candidates and generated
associations. We observe that spymasters usually selected two associations, and that performance
(both human and model) are similar between 5 and 6, and between 10 and 12. When comparing
human to model performance, we see that the generated data is challenging for models and easy for
humans.

A.7 Multimodal Evaluation

The SWOW vision baseline dataset has four options of text-image modalities, so we evaluate all cases
of models: vision-and-language, textual only and visual only.

Computer vision models when both the cue and candidates are visual we evaluate ViT Dosovitskiy
et al. [2021], Swin Transformer Liu et al. [2021], DeiT Touvron et al. [2021] and ConvNeXt Liu et al.
[2022].15

Visual associations are more difficult than textual Table 10 shows results for the different modal-
ities. The performance is the highest in the all-text version, decreases when one of the cues or
candidates are images, and the worst when both are images.

15The exact versions we took are the largest pretrained versions available in timm library: ViT Large
patch32-384, Swin Large patch4 window7-224, DeiT Base patch16 384, ConvNeXt Large.
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Table 9: WinoGAViL dataset Human and model (CLIP RN50) for different candidates and distractors
# Candidates # Associations (k) # Items % Human Performance % Model Performance

5 2 1,091 90 52
3 234 92 57

6
2 1,087 90 48
3 259 88 51
4 43 100 57

10

2 338 87 37
3 83 93 35
4 5 92 29

12

2 328 90 37
3 84 93 33
4 16 100 28
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(a) Visual similarity

(b) Activity

(c) Abstraction

(d) Analogy

(e) Sarcasm

Figure 5: Visual Reasoning Skills Examples
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(a) A screenshot from a solver screen in Amazon Mechanical Turk. Basic payment is 0.03$.

(b) A screenshot from a spymaster screen in Amazon Mechanical Turk. Basic payment is 0.07$.

Figure 6: Examples of the Mechanical Turk user-interface, which referred the crowd workers to the
WinoGAViL website

Figure 7: A screenshot of the instructions given to the annotators.
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(a) 5 & 6 Candidates (b) 10 & 12 Candidates

Figure 8: Spymasters fool-the-AI and solvable-by-human scores. Each point represents a spymaster.
The best spymaster on the top right achieved fool-the-AI score of 62 and solvable-by-humans score
of 87 on the case of 5 & 6 candidates; and a fool-the-AI score of 70 and solvable-by-humans score of
90 on the case of 10 & 12 candidates

Figure 9: A screenshot from the player dashboard, aiming to increase players motivation. It contains
different statistics measuring the performance in beating the AI, creating novel associations, and
solving other player’s associations.

Figure 10: Generated cues concreteness distribution.
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Table 10: Results on the multi-modal versions of SWOW baseline dataset. Visual associations are
more difficult than textual

Model type Model Modalities Jaccard IndexKey Candidates

Vision and Language

CLIP-ViT-L/14
Text Text 86

Image 74

Image Text 79
Image 65

ViLT Text Image 58
Image Text 59

LiT Text Image 37
Image Text 40

X-VLM Text Image 68
Image Text 70

Vision

ViT

Image

61
Swin 59
DeiT 53

ConvNeXt 56

Text Transformers
MPNet

Text

88
MPNet QA 91

Distil RoBERTa 77

Text Word2Vec Spacy Text 91

Text

CLIP-ViT-L/14

Text

87
MPNet 88

MPNet QA 90
Distil RoBERTa 73

CLIP-ViT-L/14

Text Synthesized Text

55
MPNet 72

MPNet QA 76
Distil RoBERTa 66

CLIP-ViT-L/14

Synthesized Text Text

81
MPNet 77

MPNet QA 78
Distil RoBERTa 73

CLIP-ViT-L/14

Synthesized Text

61
MPNet 64

MPNet QA 64
Distil RoBERTa 67
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